
Decolonizing history 

education

Historical thinking on intercultural contacts versus a Eurocentric regime 

of truth



 “For 500 years, Europeans have attempted to recreate the world to their image and 
resemblance.” (Bart De Wever, in identity, p. 73)

Certain essential traits of the colonial 
system remained recognizable 
throughout the 75 years of Belgian 
rule:
- Violence
- Racism
- Greed
- The ambition to transform the 
“native” and the colonized society.





Colonial past

 Focal point of (heated) debate

 Very different interpretations 
and representations

 Sensitive history:

 Left - right

 Majority group -
minoritized groups

 Is not over: continues into the 
present

 Uses and abuses in political and 
social discourse

 Connected to identity politics: 
nativism & sense of belonging

→ Also in history education



Decolonisation and history education

 Not: decolonization ín history education

 But: decolonization óf history education

 “Self-hatred”

 Sowing societal discord

 Relativism (every interpretation is equal; everything is pure perspective)

 Better historical-scientific understanding

 History didactic understanding: attributing significance, agency, multiperspectivity …

 Deconstructing processes of identity construction 

 Wider sense of belonging



Decolonization of 

history education 

 Deconstruction of how colonialism shaped/shapes views 

of man(kind) and world

 Deconstructing master narratives and connected 

historical consciousness

 Letting go of colonial mindset

 Letting go an exclusive white perspective on past

 Reflection on relationship knowledge and power

 Reflection on complex continuing of past into present



Overview

 Is decolonization of history education necessary?

 Scientific aspirations versus truth regime

 Identity formation

 How to decolonize?

 Historical thinking about intercultural contacts

 Between dream and deed: obstacles on the path of 

decolonization



Scientific aspirations versus truth regime

Is decolonization of history 
education necessary?



Knowledge 

of the

past

Knowledge  

of history

Decolonization on two levels



Knowledge of the past

 Predominant and one-sided focus on Western history



Knowledge of the past

 Western History as unique and universal, appropriation of values

https://www.dewereldmorgen.be/artikel/2023/02/13/in-het-spoor-van-fanon-eerherstel-voor-

de-haitiaanse-revolutie/

“Few Western enlightened minds at the time were convinced 

that their revolutionary ideas applied to all the world's people. 

On the contrary, the apparent contradiction between financial 

interests and revolutionary ideals provided the fertile ground 

from which one of those other defining modern inventions could 

sprout: (scientific) racism (Fredrickson 2002, pp.64-68).”

“But the revolution did not only inspire black activists and 

thinkers. Many white activists, well-known abolitionists such as 

Thomas Clarkson and Elizabeth Heyrick, were also influenced by 

the thinking and actions of the Haitian revolutionaries.”

“This is perhaps one of the most important lessons we can learn 

from the Haitian Revolution: that we must understand the 

history of the ideas that continue to shape our modern world, 

our universal values and norms, first and foremost as a global 

history. A history, moreover, that is not separate from the real 

struggles that oppressed people have waged for their own 

freedom and emancipation.”



David Hume: Of National Characters

“(…) This fellow was quite black from head to foot, a 

clear proof that what he said was stupid”

Immanuel K (1965) Observations on the Beautiful and Sublime. 

Goldthwait JT (Trans.), Berkeley: University of California Press, pp: 

110.

“The power of rulers over subjects differs 

essentially from the power of a lord over his 

servants and his slaves. It is neither 

paternalism nor despotism, it is neither a 

natural fact nor a divine institution; by nature 

all men are perfectly free and equal among 

themselves, without rank difference or 

subordination. No one can be removed from 

this state of freedom, equality and 

independence without his own consent. 

Freedom, however, has as its flip side 

obligation. The freedom of men (...) implies 

that they are under no other legal power than 

that established by consent and that they are 

not subject to the changeable, uncertain, 

unknown, and arbitrary will of any other man. 

Whenever the legislators take it upon 

themselves to alienate or destroy the property 

of the people, or to enslave the people under 

any arbitrary power, they bring themselves 

into a state of war with the people, who are 

consequently discharged from any further 

obedience and have the right to (...) defend 

themselves.” (from John Locke: two treatises of government, 1704)

- According to John Locke, what does 

freedom mean?

- What may a people do against bad 

legislators?

- Explain why Locke had to flee from the 

Stuarts.



Voltaire: essay sur les mœurs 

 «Leurs yeux ronds, leur nez épaté, leurs lèvres toujours grosses, leurs oreilles 

différemment figurées, la laine de leur tête, la mesure même de leur intelligence, 

mettent entre eux et les autres espèces d’hommes des différences prodigieuses »

 [Ε]t ils n’ont d’homme que la stature du corps, avec la faculté de la parole et de 

la pensée dans un degré très éloigné du nôtre. Tels sont ceux que j’ai vus et 

examinés»

 «[Ε]t on peut dire que si leur intelligence n’est pas d’une autre espèce que notre 

entendement, elle est fort inférieure. Ils ne sont pas capables d’une grande 

attention; ils combinent peu, et ne paraissent faits ni pour les avantages ni pour 

les abus de notre philosophie»

Voltaire: Lettres d’Amabed, Septième lettre. D'Amabed.

 «C'est une grande question parmi eux s'ils son descendus des singes, ou si les 

singes sont venus d'eux. Nos sages ont dit que l'homme est l'image de Dieu: voilà 

une plaisante image de l'Etre éternel qu'un nez noir épaté, avec peu ou point 

d'intelligence! Un temps viendra, sans doute, où ces animaux sauront bien cultiver 

la terre, l'embellir par des maisons et par des jardins, et connaître la route des 

astres. Il faut du temps pour tout»



Knowledge of the past

 ‘Exotisation’ of non-Western societies



Knowledge of history

 One-sided focus on Western influence on the world

 One-sided attribution of agency



 “The independence we 
demand should not be 
considered a gift by 
Belgium - we want to 
assert a right taken 
away from the 
Congolese people.” 

 (Lumumba, 28-12-1958)



Knowledge of history

 Predominantly Western sources and Western source types

 Based on 32, very disparate (and 

briefly contextualized) “sources”, 

only 2 of which are non-Western...



Knowledge of history

 Use of West as the standard against which to measure other societies



[In 1859 Japan was still a feudal state. The emperor (Mikado) only had]

 “How can it be explained that Japan was the only one in the world of non-Western 

cultures that managed to adopt Western techniques and build a modern economy?”



Eurocentric 

regime of truth

 Stuart Hall: ‘The West and the 
Rest’

 Charles Mills: ‘white ignorance’ 
→ ‘white normativity’ → ‘racial 
contract’

 In other words, need for :

 Counter narratives

 Alternative narratives

 Connective narratives



Is decolonization of history 

education necessary?
Identity formation



History education and identity

 Man 

 = homo historicus

 Builds its identity amongst others on a historical consciousness

 Eurocentric approach of the past:

 Majority group: sometimes feelings of superiority

 “They still consider religion there to be very important; we here have gained much more 
freedom.”

 Minoritized groups: sometimes no sense of belonging, even: alienation

 “History classes do not interest me. I feel very little connection to them. They are not about me or 
my ancestors. As  a result, the history classes had little influence on me, affected me very little.”

 Us – them thinking // in-group vs. out-group // nativism (who does (not) belong here?) // 
radicalisation

instead of an inclusive and democratic worldview





Historical thinking about intercultural contacts

How to decolonize?



Preliminary remarks

 Nuance to preceding:

 No homogenization / generalization (no view of 
everyday practice, tentative evolution 
noticeable in textbooks)

 Not imposing a 'guilt complex'

 Continuous learning process

 Quest / discovery

 In what follows: importance of positionality

 No world history

 Gradual construction/change, no revolution

 No “cancel culture”

 “Non ridere, non lugere, neque detestari, sed 
intelligere” [No mocking, no deploring, no 
cursing, but understanding]



Historical thinking on intercultural 

contacts

 No plea made for: e.g.

 Social justice 
perspective

 Plea made for: 
historical thinking

 Disciplinary 
perspective

 Connecting to recent 
history didactic 
findings and  
understandings

 Connected to 
democratic principles 
and rule of law



Asking historical questions

 Historical thinking begins with questions, allowing Eurocentric views to be 
questioned:

 Big – small questions

 Attitude

 From descriptive over explanatory to evaluative

 Variable complexity

 Questions about the past: e.g.

 How did people in (parts of) Central Africa organize their society in the early 16th century?

 One step further: 

 comparison Central African - Western European society

 Histoire croisée (intertwined history): contacts between them (e.g. Congo kingdom – Portugese 
kingdom)

 Was British India's independence rather enforced by the colony or granted by the mother 
country? 



Historische vragen stellen

 Questions about the complex relationship between past and present: e.g.

 To what extent can colonialism help explain that the ten lowest ranked countries in the Human 
Development Index in 2021 are situated in sub-Saharan Africa?

 Take a substantiated position on whether late-19th century looted art should be returned to its 
countries of origin.

 Should the statues of Leopold II in Belgium disappear? Why (not)?

 To what extent is 'our' view of 'the other' and the world still determined by colonialism? 

 Questions about history (representational issues, construction of historical knowledge): e.g.

 How plausible is the depiction of these Egyptian figures?

 What meaning did these objects have in the eyes of the spectators? What objects are the Western 
equivalent of these objects? What does the journey of these objects tell us? 

 Are sources from written cultures more valuable than sources from oral cultures? Argue. 

→ Questions are related to each of the building blocks :

• Historical frame of reference

• Sources

• Substantiated historical representations

• Complex relationship past - present 



Historical frame of reference

 Historical frame of reference with three dimensions

 Time

 Space

 Societies (incl. societal domains)

 Western periodization, but:

 Limitations

 Consequences

 Alternatives

 Attention to Western & non-Western societies

 + intercultural contacts between them (motor of change)

 + from multiple perspectives

 Attention to (in)simultaneity (e.g., imperialism and Enlightenment)

→ Beyond eurocentrisme

→ (but: “West” and “non-West” perpetuates existence itself of it... ~~ “identity frameworks)



Historical frame of reference

 Historical frame of reference

 No historical reference knowledge

 “What is worth learning?” → generic historical key concepts

 Choice (knowledge ~ societies) to teacher (and students?) ~ historical significance, 
interest, expertise …

 No canonisation

 Is open to debate

 E.g.: Lumumba? Holocaust? Gandhi? WW I? WW II? Armenian genocide? Science 
Revolution? …



Critical reasoning with and about 

historical sources 

 Beware of colonial photos : 

Disclaimer: The photographs shown in this theme issue 

were in all likelihood taken without the consent of the 

non-European individuals depicted on them and in a 

context of coercion and oppression.



Given that these photos were taken without 
the consent of the Africans and Asians depicted 
on them, and given that some of the photos 
are actually dehumanizing: is it  acceptable to 
show such photos, even if this is done in a 
scientific (and by extension an educational) 
context? In so doing, are we not once again 
doing injustice to the people depicted in the 
photographs?

Aren't we actually perpetuating 

a colonial narrative, via the 

display of colonial photographs?



Critical reasoning with and about 
historical sources

Critical corroboration of sources



 Multitude of sources available: (polyphony/multiperspectivity) Example 

from lesson series on Congo for 12th grade secondary school: Congo before 

1870 - the empire of the Kuba

Critical reasoning with and about historical 

sources

“In my opinion, the locals were 

made up of witnesses. And so 

anything they told me -

preferably unsolicited - about 

their experiences was very 

relevant.” 

(Jan Vansina, anthropologist)



Museum of Vancouver (Vancouver, 2020)



 Deconstruction  of existing historical representations

Come to substantiated historical 

representations from multiple perspectives



Humboldt Forum (Berlin, 2023)

3
6



Come to substantiated historical 

representations from multiple perspectives

 Critical deconstruction: how to deal with sensitive topics?

Peace Research Institute in the Middle-East (PRIME). PRIME homepage - Peace Research Institute in the Middle East (vispo.com)

https://vispo.com/PRIME/


Come to substantiated historical 

representations from multiple perspectives

 Parallel histories: 



Come to substantiated historical 

representations from multiple perspectives

 Four approaches to intercultural contacts (Nicolas Standaert)

 Transmission framework: from the point of view of the influence that the West exerted on 
another society 

 Reception framework: Study of the reaction of 'the other' to the contact with the West 

 Representation framework: examines how the West ‘invented’ ‘the other’, how the West 
created an image of ‘the other’

 Interaction- and communication framework: How did the West and ‘the other’ change each 
other as a result of the encounter?

 Hold different views on :

 Perspective and focus

 Agency

 Historical sources

 Representation of ‘the other’ 

 Homogeneity vs. diversity

 ‘the other’ as such and the nature of identity (e.g. homogeneous vs. dynamic)

Standaert, N. (2002). Methodology in View of Contact between Cultures: The China Case in the 17th Century. Centre for the Study of Religion 

and Chinese society (CSCRS) occasional paper, 11, Hong Kong.



Complex relationship past - present

 Collective memory

 Uses and misuses of the past

 Us-them thinking, in- and exclusion

 Identity construction processes

 Are strong: Continuing historical representations: 

stereotyping, racism and discrimination

 Opportunities for dialogue, on sense of belonging and 

multilayered identity



Complex 
relationship past 
- present

 Divergent 

representations

 How to avoid 

relativism? (~ e.g., 

power relations)



Complex 
relationship  
past - present



Complex 
relationship 
between 
past and 
present

https://visualizingcultures.mit.edu/civilizat

ion_and_barbarism/cb_essay.pdf





Franse reclame 
voor Chiquita -
jaren 1980



obstacles on the path of decolonization

Between dream and deed



Difficulties
 Knowledge

 Often small knowledge basis

 Non-Western societies

 Interculturel contacts

 ‘Identity’

 Limited availability of sources, also ~ language barriers

 Language and reality

 Epistemological gap

 Sensitivity and emotional tension

 Majority group: functioning of the regime of truth

 Minoritized groups

 !! Language and Image (representation)!!

 Democratic dialogue

 Structured academic controversy

 Socratic dialogue

 Dilemma-based approach

 Very little exemplary good practices 



Questions

Reflection

Debate
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